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KHARTOUM: In this file photo taken on April 25, 2019, Sudanese protesters open their smartphones lights as they gather for a “million-strong” march outside the army headquarters. — AFP 

NICOSIA: Social media and smartphones briefly
gave youthful Arab Spring protesters a technological
edge that helped topple ageing dictatorships a
decade ago as their revolutionary spirit went viral.
Regimes across North Africa and the Middle East
were caught flat-footed as the fervor of the popular
uprisings spread at the speed of the internet via
Facebook, YouTube and Twitter.

Unfortunately for the pro-democracy movements,
autocratic states have since caught up in the digital
arms race, adding cyber surveillance, online censor-
ship and troll armies to their arsenals. While the so-
called Arab Spring offered a brief glimmer of hope for
many, it ended with even more repressive regimes in
most countries and devastating, ongoing wars in
Syria, Libya and Yemen.

Nonetheless, say veterans of the period, the revolts
mark a watershed moment when digital natives launched
the era of “hashtag protests” from Occupy Wall Street to
Hong Kong’s Umbrella protests and Black Lives Matter.
Hyper-networked and largely leaderless, such protests
flare up like flashmobs, making them harder for authori-
ties to suppress, with grievances and demands decided
not by committees but crowd-sourced online.

“Blogs and social networks were not the trigger, but
they supported the social movements,” said former
Tunisian activist Sami Ben Gharbia, who ran a blog from
exile and returned home amid the 2010 uprising. “They
were a formidable weapon of communication.” Today,
say Arab cyber-activists, states have lost much of their
control over what citizens can see, know and say, as evi-
denced by a later wave of protests that rocked Algeria,
Sudan, Iraq and Lebanon in 2019 and 2020.

While the heavy lid of state censorship has come
down once more in many places, that free spirit has also

brought change for the better, especially in the small
Mediterranean country where it all started, Tunisia.

‘Mass mobile-isation’ 
The spark that set off the Arab Spring was the tragic

suicide of Tunisian street vendor Mohammed Bouazizi,
26, who, having long been cheated and humiliated by
state officials, set himself on fire. If his desperate act on
Dec 17, 2010 expressed a real-world fury shared by mil-
lions, it was the virtual universe of online communica-
tions that spread the anger and hope for change like
wildfire. Long simmering discontent among the less priv-
ileged was harnessed and multiplied by tech-savvy and
often middle-class activists into a mass movement that
would spread from Morocco to Iran. Bouazizi’s self-
immolation was not caught on video - but the subse-
quent street protests were, along with the police vio-
lence that aimed to suppress them through fear but
instead sparked more anger.

Smartphones with their cameras became citizens’
weapons in the information war that allowed almost
everyone to bear witness, and to organize, in a trend that
has been dubbed “mass mobile-isation”. Clips were
shared especially on Facebook, a medium outside the
control of police states that had for decades tightly con-
trolled print and broadcast media. “The role of Facebook
was decisive,” recalled a blogger using the name Hamadi
Kaloutcha, who had studied in Belgium and back in
2008 launched a Facebook forum called “I have a dream
... A democratic Tunisia”. “Information could be pub-
lished right under the regime’s nose,” he said.
“Censorship was frozen. Either they censored everything
that circulated, or they censored nothing.”

If previously dissent could only be whispered, some
of the citizens’ fear and apathy lifted as online users saw

their networks of family and friends speak out in the vir-
tual space. Online platforms also formed a bridge with
traditional global media, further accelerating the regional
revolt. “International media like Al-Jazeera covered the
uprising directly from Facebook,” Kaloutcha said. “We
had no other platform to broadcast videos.”

With head-spinning speed, Tunisia’s ruler of more
than two decades, President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali, was
gone in less than a month. “Thank you Facebook,” read
one graffiti sprayed on Tunisian walls, long before the
social media giant drew increasing fire for spreading not
just calls for freedom but also fake news and hate
speech.

‘The camera is my weapon’ 
The Tunisia victory would soon kick off a political

earthquake in North Africa’s powerhouse Egypt. A key
catalyst there to mobilize and organize protests was the
Facebook campaign “We are all Khaled Said”, or
“WAAKS”, which highlighted rampant police brutality
and widespread corruption. Said, 28, died in police cus-
tody in June 2010. Photos of his battered corpse went
viral online while authorities unconvincingly claimed he
had choked on a bag of drugs.

The WAAKS campaign brought hundreds to his
funeral, followed by a series of silent protests. By early
2011, the Egyptian revolt had gathered steam, and the
movement snowballed into anti-government protests on
January 25, the National Police Day. WAAKS at the time
encouraged citizen journalism with the video tutorial
“The camera is my weapon”. Powerful online images sur-
faced including one of a man facing off with an armored
water cannon, echoing the iconic image of an unknown
Chinese protester who in 1989 defied a column of tanks
on Beijing’s Tiananmen Square. —AFP

Second wave of 
Mideast protests
BEIRUT: The Arab Spring uprisings are nearly a
decade old and moribund but protests in four new
countries last year revealed that the spirit of the
revolts that lit up 2011 is still alive. “The emergence
of the 2019 wave of the uprisings in Algeria, Sudan,
Lebanon and Iraq showed that the Arab Spring did
not die,” said Asef Bayat, an expert on revolutions in
the Arab world. “It continued in other countries in
the region with somewhat similar repertoires of col-
lective action.”   

Algeria 
Memories of Algeria’s 1992-2002 civil war had left

many wary when protests swept the region in 2011,
despite a wave of demonstrations that broke out in
January over rising food prices. On Feb 22 last year,
fear gave way to anger as President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika’s plans to run for a fifth term after 20 years
in power prompted demonstrations in key cities. The
uprising, which would later become known as the
Hirak protest movement, echoed a resistance to the
kind of long-standing dictatorships that spurred the
protests in Egypt and Tunisia nearly a decade ago.
The Algerian army, like its counterparts in Tunisia and
Egypt, withdrew its support for the regime, causing
Bouteflika to resign on April 2, 2019. 

Iraq 
The 2003 US invasion had long rid Iraq of dicta-

tor Saddam Hussein by the time the Arab protests
started toppling seeming invincible regimes like
dominoes. In Feb 2011, Ali Abdulkhaleq, a 34-year-
old activist and journalist, helped create the “Youth
of February” protest group that organized weekly
rallies in Baghdad’s Tahrir Square to denounce the
then government of Nuri Al-Maliki, which was cor-
roded by corruption. Protests broke out again
almost every other year, but anger finally boiled
over in Oct 2019. An unprecedented nationwide
uprising demanding a complete political overhaul
forced the government of then-prime minister Adel
Abdul Mahdi to resign. 

Sudan
The advent of the Arab Spring lit a revolutionary

spark in Sudan in 2011, said Mohammad Al-Omar, a
37-year-old activist. Omar said the clearest indica-
tion of the “influence of the Arab Spring uprisings”
on his country came in 2013. Khartoum lifted petrol
subsidies, leading prices to skyrocket and people to
take to the streets, revealing the revolutionary fervor
brewing beneath Sudan’s surface. Protests broke
out again five years later over soaring food prices
and continued into 2019. On April 11, 2019, the army
announced it had put Bashir under house arrest. 

Lebanon 
Imad Bazzi, a Lebanese activist and advocacy

expert, has been pushing for political change since
1998. The Arab Spring uprisings, he said, fuelled his
momentum. In Feb 2011, a jobless Bazzi started
organizing the first series of protests, setting the
stage for a grassroots renaissance in the decade that
followed, leading to a wave of protests in 2015 over
a garbage management crisis. It culminated in Oct
2019, when a government decision to tax WhatsApp
calls sparked an unprecedented nationwide move-
ment demanding the wholesale removal of the ruling
elite. The movement took aim at the entire political
class, forcing the government of then-prime minister
Saad Hariri to bow to street pressure. — AFP 

How Arab revolts 
were weakened 
by online fakes
TUNIS: The Arab uprisings a decade ago were super-
charged by online calls to join the protests - but the
internet was soon flooded with misinformation, weaken-
ing the region’s cyber-activists. When Tunisian dictator
Zine El Abidine Ben Ali fled the country in Jan 2011,
rumors and uncertainty created “panic and hysteria”,
said ex-activist and entrepreneur Houeida Anouar.

“January 14 was a horrible night, so traumatic,” she
said. “We heard gunfire, and a neighbor shouted ‘hide
yourselves, they’re raping women’.” As pro-regime
media pumped out misinformation, the flood of bogus
news also spread to the Internet, a space activists had
long seen as a refuge from censorship and propaganda.

Journalist and researcher Hakim Beltifa said the
ground was ripe for “the spreading of fake news”. “Fake
news fed off people’s mistrust” of traditional, state-
owned media outlets which “obscured the reality and
kept the people in ignorance,” he wrote for online maga-
zine The Conversation.

When Egyptian state TV accused American fast food
chain Kentucky Fried Chicken of giving free meals to
pro-democracy protesters at Cairo’s emblematic Tahrir
Square, the rumors were repeated online, amid a string
of reports of foreign powers allegedly infiltrating the
protest movement. But activists and journalists on the
ground found little evidence of fried chicken. Most
demonstrators were getting by on pita bread and
kushari, a popular, ultra-cheap street dish of rice, pasta
and lentils. 

Ghost bloggers 
Soon, a slew of fake stories originating online was

undermining trust in internet sources. One example was
the infamous case of the “Gay Girl of Damascus”. Amina
Abdallah Arraf was a young Syrian-American lesbian,
anti-regime activist and author of a blog widely followed
by observers of the Syrian uprising. Except she never
existed. When Amina was reported “kidnapped” in
Damascus, her worried followers mobilized to rescue her
from the hands of the Assad regime. 

But they discovered that the blogger, who had been
an icon of Syria’s pro-democracy movement, was in fact
Tom MacMaster - a bearded American in his 40s living
in Scotland and hoping to achieve some literary fame.
“That seems fairly bland today as we’ve learned to be
more suspicious of this type of fabrication, but at the
time, suspicion was far less prevalent,” researcher Yves
Gonzalez Quijano said.—AFP

BEIRUT: In this file photo taken on Nov 10, 2019,
Lebanese demonstrators wave national flags during
anti-government protests.  — AFP 
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Spirit of revolt lives 
on in Syria’s exiles
PARIS: They may be scarred, but nothing, not even
torture, bombing or exile, could break them. As the
Arab Spring revolts swept through the Middle East
and North Africa region like a wildfire, thousands of
young Syrians joined protests in March 2011 demand-
ing change in a nation ruled by the family of President
Bashar Al-Assad since 1970. The regime’s revenge was
swift and brutal, and many of the non-violent activists
at the heart of the uprising paid with their freedom and
their lives. AFP interviewed four Syrian activists who
ended up as refugees after surviving extreme violence
and immeasurable loss. But even now, with no end in
sight to their exile, they do not regret their revolution.
Here are their stories.

Stockholm: The public speaker 
The first thing Omar Alshogre sees when he wakes

up in his Stockholm flat are the photographs of two
prison guards who tortured him in Branch 215, one of
Syria’s most notorious detention centers. It may seem
surprising but Alshogre wanted the pictures, which he
had to buy off the guards’ families and keeps on his
bedside table, as a reminder to himself that: “They
could not break me, and I’m still alive.” Alshogre, now
25, says he was just 15 when regime forces first arrest-
ed him “along with all the men” in his village near
Baniyas city - a protest hub in a largely pro-govern-
ment province - on the Mediterranean coast. He was
released two days later - but only after his interroga-
tors had pulled out his fingernails and broken his leg. 

Over the next 18 months, he was detained six more
times in different places, including at his cousin’s home,
in the classroom and at checkpoints. In May 2012,
regime troops attacked his village, killing his father, a
retired army officer, and his two brothers. To save her
sons’ lives, his mother smuggled Omar and his younger
brother Ali, then 20 and 11 years old, into Turkey. At
the height of Europe’s migrant crisis, they boarded a
smuggler’s boat to Greece and crossed Europe to
Sweden, where they were granted asylum. 

Berlin: The humanitarian 
“When I was pregnant and I had pain in my belly,

I would cry. Not for me, but for the Syrians living in
displacement camps who can’t see a doctor, and for
the detainees who suffer constantly,” says Nivin Al-
Mousa, who has lived in Berlin since 2015. When she
joined the protests in her town of Taybet al-Imam in
the central province of Hama, she never imagined she
would end up seeking refuge abroad.

In 2013, her younger brother Hamza, also a non-
violent activist, was detained at a checkpoint. “We
later learned that he had been tortured to death,”
says Mousa, who identified his body in one of the
pictures of torture victims’ corpses released by a
former Syrian military police photographer, code-
named “Caesar”, who f led the country taking
thousands of photographs documenting abuse and
torture. 

Mousa, her mother and siblings fled to Turkey in
an escape “worthy of a James Bond movie”. In
Turkey, she met her husband Mohammad, who origi-
nates from the central Syrian city of Homs and had
narrowly survived being randomly shot in the head
by a sniper while coming home from university.
Mousa, now 36, has frequent nightmares. She works
for international aid group Humanity & Inclusion,
formerly known as Handicap International, helping
refugees with disabilities in Germany. 

London: The doctor 
When Bashar Farahat was released from deten-

tion in early 2013, he was barred from resuming his
postgraduate pediatrics training at a government
hospital in Latakia in western Syria. He had been
jailed for joining the protests, and beaten by his
interrogators “even harder” because he was a doctor
with a degree from a public university. In April 2013,
he was detained again for another six months.

Following his release in Nov 2013, Farahat fled to
neighboring Lebanon, where he applied for resettle-
ment through the United Nations. He arrived in
Britain in March 2015, and has since passed the con-
version exams allowing him to practice medicine
there. Married to an interior designer, Farahat, now
36, works at a National Health Service (NHS) hospi-
tal in north London. — AFP 


